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I. 

In the course of performing Um Ano Entre Os Humanos, poet Ricardo Aleixo (b. 

1960) recites and sings.
i
 He plays guitar and bits of hardware. He dj’s from a laptop. 

Some of these sounds are scripted; others, improvised. All complement the visual aspects 

of the performance, which include video, a simple set of a chair and table holding just the 

laptop, a microphone, and percussion instruments, and Aleixo and his co-performer’s 

both choreographed and spontaneous movements. Sound contrasts, however, with the 

piece’s most striking visual symbol: the poemanto, a large black cloth emblazoned with 

white letters that Aleixo wraps himself in and animates for part of the performance, and 

that appears in a video that plays for part of the piece. 

Um Ano Entre Os Humanos inserts and asserts the sound of poetry after a 

visually-dominated period in Brazilian experimentalism that extended from the beginning 

of the Concrete poetry movement in the 1950s until the 90s.
ii
 From the late 1960s into the 

80s, avant-garde poetic sound was concentrated instead in music, through the 

musicalization of Concrete poems and through the projects and influence of MPB poet-

composers such as Caetano Veloso.
iii

 In the 1980s, with the end of the dictatorship, the 

new notion of post-modernism, and newly available graphic and video technology, the 

poetic vanguard underwent a transition. Concrete poetry shed its group identity and the 

founding members pursued individual paths. Haroldo de Campos made the postmodern 

declaration that ―tudo pode coexistir com tudo‖ (―everything can coexist with 

everything‖), while Augusto de Campos famously pronounced himself ―pós-tudo‖ (―post-

everything‖).
iv

 Concrete poems began to combine the verbivocovisual imperative with a 

return to such traditional textual strategies as syntactical order.
v
 Finally, poets and artists 

experimented with video to create the next generation of visual poems, advancing poetry 

in an intermedia direction that took advantage of recorded sound.
vi

 

The poetic sound and video experiments of the 1980s flourished into the 90s 

under the stewardship of Philadelpho Menezes, a poet, artist, curator, teacher, and critic 

who was largely responsible for the development of sound poetry in Brazil. Simply, per 

Dick Higgins’s definition, ―poetry in which the sound is the focus, more than any other 

aspect of the work,‖ sound poetry has roots in the historic European and Hispanic Latin 

American avant-gardes, and reached a peak in Europe and North America from the 1950s 

through the 80s (Feinsod). Menezes is credited with introducing the term to Brazil in his 

1992 international anthology Poesia Sonora: poéticas experimentais da voz no século 

XX.
vii

 In the face of Brazil’s strong musical-poetic alliance, Menezes worked to 

distinguish sound poetry from the musicalization or recitation of prior poetic texts. In his 

view, ―não há texto anterior, nem mesmo um texto experimental. O trabalho é...uma 

exploração das possibilidades da voz e do som como produtores de significados fora do 

texto‖ (―there is no prior text, not even an experimental one. The work explores the 

possibilities for voice and sound to produce meanings without text‖; Roteiro 113). 

Tireless in his efforts to explore sound and new media as primary elements of poetry, 
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Menezes still noted in 1998 that sound poetry ―é um terreno quase virgem no Brasil‖ (―is 

nearly untouched territory in Brazil‖; 113). 

By 1980, poet Ferreira Gullar’s (b. 1930) work had traversed many styles and 

artistic philosophies. His career began by pushing limits of language and form; A Luta 

Corporal (1954) and ―Roçzeiral‖ are considered exemplary works. After a brief 

association with the Noigandres Concrete poets, he broke away to begin the Neo-

Concrete movement with visual artists including Lygia Clark and Hélio Oiticica in the 

late 1950s and early 60s. In 1961, Gullar turned his focus to political work with the 

populist cultural movement; his poetry throughout the 1960s engaged politics directly 

and embraced Brazilian folk forms such as the cordel. After being arrested under the 

dictatorship, he went into exile in 1971. During this time, he composed the landmark neo-

epic Poema Sujo. Returning to Brazil in 1977, Gullar entered the transforming poetic 

scene. Like the de Campos brothers, he melded a return to his vanguard principles with a 

return to lyric form and individualism. Barulhos (1987) engages the sonic elements of 

lyric tradition to wrestle with Neo-Concrete relational aesthetics, recent politics, and 

personal history.  

Gullar continued this sound-attuned, lyric exploration of art and history into the 

1990s, while Brazilian sound and new media poetry developed. In the year that Menezes 

published Poesia Sonora, Ricardo Aleixo published his first book, Festim (1992)—

perhaps no coincidence for a poet who is also a musician and sound designer. To the 

―pluralidade de poéticas possíveis‖ (―plurality of possible poetics‖) that characterizes the 

1990s, Aleixo contributed Afro-Brazilian traditions of orality and music (Daniel).
viii

 At 

the turn of the millennium, his performance-based process answers Menezes’s call for an 

experimentalism that ―reponha em jogo o corpo e a voz em suas possibilidades 

expressivas e tenha em vista a complexidade semântica da comunicação poética‖ 

(―recovers the body and voice in their expressive capacity and holds in view the semantic 

complexity of poetic communication‖; Poesia Sonora). The poemanto, created in 2000, 

highlights Aleixo’s synthesis of the divergent Concrete, Neo-Concrete, Afro-Brazilian, 

and new media aesthetics into his poetics of live performance, body, and sound.
ix

 

Through sound performance, Aleixo’s work explores identity and racial dynamics, 

introducing these crucial issues to the poetic vanguard and its audience.  

Concurrently, in a decade in which poetic experiment internationally is both post-

lyric and technology-heavy, younger poets have been producing a style opposite from 

Aleixo's, but that exhibits some confluence with Gullar’s. The primarily page-based lyric 

verse of these writers links sound, feeling, visual imagery, and a grounding in space and 

place, in a constellation that Laura Moriarty has described as ―a tonalist.‖ Poetic sound 

over the last three decades has developed from poets’ needs in their times, responding to 

the Brazilian literary past and engaging international poetic presents.  

 

II. 

Ferreira Gullar’s major poetic work has an interesting sonic history. Gullar spent 

much of the 1970s in exile (1971-77) from Brazil and its dictatorship. While living in 

Buenos Aires, he wrote the long poem, Poema sujo, from May to October of 1975. In 

order to get the poem to Brazil without attracting the attention of the dictatorship, Gullar 

recorded it on a cassette, which his friend Vinicius de Moraes carried back. In Rio de 

Janeiro, Vinicius and others held house gatherings to play the recording and share the 
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poem, which was eventually transcribed and published in 1976. It was an early moment 

in Brazil when new audio technology became a means of disseminating poetry. And in a 

time of violent repression, it also became a medium for poetry’s potential to give people a 

sense of freedom through art and communal solidarity. 

In her beautiful essay, ―Rhyme and Freedom‖ (2009), Susan Stewart argues for 

another of sound’s liberatory potentials: the attainment of artistic freedom through the use 

of rhyme and lyric sound in the making of a poem. Contemplating the writing process, 

she observes that sound, suggestive as it is of speech and bodily rhythm, gives life to 

writing; a poet’s choices, including those of sound, make the artistic process ―resonant‖ 

(30). ―Artistic freedom reaches its apogee when intention approaches the rich cognitive 

moment on the brink of realized structure,‖ Stewart writes (30). As a choice made in 

creative contact with historical structures and the liveliness of language, the use of rhyme 

releases the poet to explore language from the inside, playing with language as poetic 

material through the materiality of sound. Against the modernist legacy of rhyme as ―a 

purely formal device and a kind of restraint,‖ Stewart offers the idea that ―rhyme, along 

with other intelligible repetitions of sound‖ frees the artist to innovate with language (29).   

Stewart’s suggestion of the intimate connection between rhyme, freedom, and, 

finally, memory is useful for understanding the importance of sound in Gullar’s poetry of 

the 1980s and 90s. Barulhos, spanning work from 1980 to 1987, and the subsequent 

Muitas Vozes (1999) are devoted to personal lyric verse. Although these books diverge 

from the overtly political and popular forms the poet engaged in the 1960s, as well as the 

epic that was conditioned by his exile in the 70s, they continue to develop a politics of 

freedom, through poetic rhyme and sound. In Gullar’s case, individual practice and the 

return to his earlier philosophy along with aspects of traditional verse (all characteristics 

of vanguardist poetry in the 1980s) were not only an aesthetic trend, but also a 

continuation of his poetics of freedom. Gullar’s work of the time features freedom in two 

forms: individual artistic freedom activated by close attention to sound, and communal 

freedom generated by the social nature of the (Neo-Concrete) work of art.  

As suggested by the titles Barulhos and Muitas Vozes, sound is essential to these 

books. ―Noises‖ and ―many voices‖ function as content and metaphor in the poems. The 

books’ title poems suggest what these words symbolize: the material content of a poem: 

―O poema / é sem matéria palpável / tudo / o que há nele / é barulho‖ (―The poem / has 

no palpable material / all / that is in it / is noise‖; ―Barulho‖); the multiple voices that 

dwell within each person and together make up the individual voice: ―estamos todos nós / 

cheios de vozes‖ (―we are all / filled with voices‖; ―Muitas Vozes‖). These many voices 

also compose the unified poem, which is the extension of the poet’s voice. The many 

voices refer as well to the voices of readers, who, in Neo-Concrete theory, co-create the 

poem. The poem’s objecthood thus relies upon reader participation, a reliance that 

generates a kind of public freedom. But it is a necessarily noisy process, as the poem only 

comes into being when read, an activity that, whether in the head or aloud, always 

involves the breath of the reader and the words as sounded by the reader. The voice of the 

poem, then, is highly material, created by many voices/noises together. 

Noise and voice are also themes in Barulhos and Muitas Vozes. The poems treat 

the lyric ―I,‖ the voices and spirits of the poet’s friends who are gone, the sounds (or 

silences) of his country and his experiences, and the sounds of the world and the social 

realm. Voice and sound become metaphors for the dead and lost; they are what the poet 
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hears from friends now gone. The poems (in which loss and death sound at times sad and 

contemplative, at times slow and quiet, at times rustling with life) become barulhos 

themselves—the rumble of what remains in the place of loss. 

Barulhos in particular is a book about soothing grief, both the grief of death and 

the grief of exile.
 
Its poems employ sound formally to resonate with freedom despite the 

difficult political and personal history they address. The collection includes strictly 

metered and end-rhymed poems, free verse, and rhyme and repetition within lines that 

appear broken and scattered across the page—an arrangement that looks loose (or free), 

but is highly structured.
x
 One such spaced and airy poem is the well-known title poem, 

―Barulho‖: 

 

Todo poema é feito de ar 

apenas: 

  a mão do poeta 

  não rasga a madeira 

  não fere 

    o metal 

    a pedra 

  não tinge de azul 

  os dedos 

  quando escreve manhã 

  ou brisa 

  ou blusa 

     de mulher. 

 

O poema 

é sem matéria palpável 

  tudo 

  o que há nele 

  é barulho 

    quando rumoreja 

    ao sopro da leitura.  

 

Despite the title, this is not a poem of loud rhymes. Sonic repetition, though, drives this 

sonnet in other ways, beginning with the onomatopoeic a of ar, which echoes through 

apenas, a mão, rasga, metal, a pedra, azul, and on. A opens the poem, but openness also 

suggests emptiness. So sound underscores sense in the first line: poems are empty. After 

all, they are only air. 

But assonance is something; a lifts us to the next rhyme. In the sixth line, metal 

links a to l, and two lines later, the winds change al to ul in azul. From the visual rhyme 

al / ul, ul reverses momentarily in the blusa that belongs to mulher, and ends finally in 

barulho. Significantly, ul never achieves perfect rhyme in this poem. Elsewhere, Gullar 

rhymes barulho perfectly, such as in Muitas Vozes’s ―Não-coisa‖: ―tal dum mar o 

marulho / … / e reduz a um barulho.‖ But here, the imperfect quality of the rhyme 

emphasizes the noisiness of unexpected sounds. The ricocheting ul helps build the 
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poem’s rhythm and balances against the light ar so that when the two finally meet, and 

air is found to be part of sound, the word barulho resounds.  

The choice to rhyme imperfectly and to play with the notion of rhyme scheme is 

an exercise of artistic freedom that propels the poem. After the power of barulho, the l is 

displaced, softening the poem’s final rhyme, leitura. The last two lines, visually set off 

from the rest of the stanza as a couplet, gather their weight not only from their placement 

and meaning, but from the rhyme that has built and sustained the spare poem. The stanza 

concludes with the murmur of reading, as we hear the art made from air. The end, with its 

soft a exhalation, refers back to the beginning; through rhyme and sound we have quickly 

discovered that air is also the reader’s breath (―o sopro da leitura‖), which stirs the poem 

into being.  

Through sound, the poem insists on the corporeality of reading. This physical act 

is not just receptive but also creative, for poetry, though made of air (―feito de ar‖), does 

not come out of thin air; it is brought into being by the muitas vozes of poet along with 

reader. In a 1999 interview, reflecting on both Barulhos and Muitas Vozes, Gullar 

explains, ―Na minha visão...[o] poema não é uma coisa estática, terminada, ele é algo em 

processo. A leitura desencadeia o processo que está latente ali. Ao lê-lo, o leitor 

transforma a palavra em poesia‖ (―In my vision...[t]he poem is not a static, finished thing, 

it is something in process. Reading unleashes the process that is latent in the poem. In 

reading it, the reader transforms word into poetry‖). Gullar’s participatory idea of the 

poem typifies Neo-Concrete poetry, which distinguished itself from Concrete poetry by 

its view of the role of the reader. Against the Concrete notion of the poem-object, Neo-

Concrete theory elaborated the poem as non-object (não-objeto), achieving objecthood 

only when engaged by a reader. ―Barulho‖ communicates and enacts this process, 

through a complex combination of semantic, sonic, visual, metric, phonic, psychic, 

personal, and physical elements.  

Though not a Concrete poem, ―Barulho‖ is conscious of its form. Line length 

matters; apparently random line breaks visually align to make the fourteen or so lines of a 

sonnet. Incomplete on its own—full of near rhyme and not exactly fourteen lines (the 

number depends on how one reads it)—this sonnet needs the reader to create it. 

 

III. 

―Barulho‖’s suggestion of the physicality of poetry through both its sound and 

sense resonates anew in the ―cross-platform‖ work of Ricardo Aleixo.
xi

 In Gullar, sound 

functions within Poundian melopoeia, plucking noises, rhythm, and melodies out of 

printed words via poetic devices including rhyme, assonance, and alliteration (even as it 

reaches to involve the body of the reader through the idea of breath). Aleixo’s poetry 

combines these devices with sonic devices in means and media beyond the realm of the 

printed page. His most important medium may be his own performing body and voice. 

Through performance, he actualizes the movement, voice, lyric self, and voice-body-

sound relationship that Gullar’s poem evokes. 

Gullar and Aleixo exemplify a shift in poetic approaches to sound between the 

twentieth and twenty-first centuries that Brian M. Reed aptly describes. Whereas in the 

twentieth century, both poets and critics perseverated on the question, ―What is the 

medium of poetry?,‖ in the media-rich twenty-first century a new challenge arises: ―What 

can this medium do for poetry?‖ (270, 284). ―Barulho,‖ with its lyric comparison of 
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poetic material to the materials of other arts, takes up the first question. Aleixo, who has 

steadily increased his media platform over the last two decades, poses the second. One 

response to it is that his own sonic media blend produces a freedom that responds to yet 

another question, that of race in Brazil.
xii

  

Aleixo’s work sounds the issues of racism and racial identity, specifically black 

identity, in a country that historically has remained silent on these subjects. Through his 

own performing body, sonic, verbal, visual, and rhetorical devices, and the incorporation 

of forms and sounds from Afro-Brazilian ritual, poetry, and music, his work continually 

acknowledges blackness and African heritage, and often points to the power structures 

within which race functions in Brazilian society. This active exchange differentiates 

Aleixo from Gullar and from the Brazilian poetic vanguard in general. 

The poetic engagement of race is part of a broader issue of identity and freedom. 

―Um Ano Entre Os Humanos‖—both the performance and the poem of that title in 

Modelos Vivos (2010)—poses the fundamental question, What does it mean to be 

human? Its answer: Humans make noise. Like Gullar, Aleixo’s expansive use of poetic 

sound effects signals personal artistic freedom. As Edimilson de Almeida Pereira has 

recently pointed out, artistic freedom is one of the most powerful forms for social 

intervention. 

In an August 2010 performance of ―Boca também toca tambor‖ (―the mouth plays 

drums, too‖), a one-and-a-half minute segment of the roughly forty-minute ―leitura-

concerto‖ (―reading/concert‖), Música para modelos vivos movidos a moedas (2010), 

Aleixo plays with the valuation of time that usually gives form to music and language.
xiii

 

He fluidly sounds out the words boca também toca tambor in different pitches that 

invoke African-based drumming tones. As he repeats the short line, altering the pitches, a 

delay in turn repeats his successive intonations. The repetition, like a round, is a musical 

loop that alters with each cycle, breaking the linearity of time. Concurrently, Aleixo’s 

fluctuating pitches disrupt the rhyme of boca / toca, and the repeated words begin to 

sound layered. Both the looping and the pitch changes lend spatiality to the words, as 

their sounds bounce around the room and layer upon each other. An audience can 

perceive the bouncing audio-visually: Aleixo talks in one spot, and the sound moves to 

another spot. The performance amplifies the spatial dimension of the words over and 

above the temporal dimension. In effect, the words break loose from linear time. 

Looping reveals some flexibility to time, but it also suggests digital perfection. 

Two identical videos projected on a wall behind Aleixo reinforce this theme. Aleixo’s 

fluctuating pitches prevent the loop effect from seeming perfect. They alternate between 

drum tones and register ups and downs in energy and volume; at several moments, his 

voice rises sharply in tone, like a record speeding up.
xiv

 Human imperfection enters the 

backdrop, too, when a third video, manipulated by another performer, momentarily 

descends to cover the two perfect copies, then retreats off to the side. The combination of 

musical sound and the raw energy of live performance underline the human dimension to 

the space-time dyad, suggesting human freedom in those freewheeling sounds and words. 

The continually layering, bouncing sounds of ―Boca‖ exceed the limits of time. 

The idea of excess reappears in the visual poem ―Solo‖ in Modelos Vivos, which is 

constructed from the same four words (fig. 1). A square of five lines with five characters 

per line (four letters plus spaces), ―Solo‖ resembles a solid Concrete object. The words, 

however, extend beyond the frame. This visual excess mirrors the aural excess in ―Boca.‖ 
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The poem’s round words resist their straight borders just as Aleixo’s voice exerts energy 

against the square room, resisting the trap of the four repeating words. Busting at the 

seams and bouncing against the walls, the poem exceeds the bounds set by Concrete 

poetry. 

 

  
                 Ricardo Aleixo, "Solo."  

The title ―Solo,‖ of course, suggests a musical score, and to an extent, the poem is 

a silent arrangement of signs to be sounded, with letters indicating notes, and spaces 

indicating pause or rhythm. The arrangement of the words—broken up, enjambed, 

curiously spaced, with letters running into each other and exceeding the frame—

interrupts the rhyme of boca / toca and the visual semblance of também / tambor. But 

―Solo‖ also has its own sound. The unusual line breaks, besides serving to create a 

square, produce the syllables to / ca / ta. Resonant of staccato, the phonemes give rhythm 

to the page. The demands of the square also create new sounds to read or perform: tamb, 

em to, ca ta, mbor. These strange words necessitate improvisation; no two performances 

of them will be alike. The ―Solo‖ score thus calls for its own exceeding.
xv

  

―Solo‖/―Boca‖ exceeds the terms of previous poetic movements and creates a 

wide notion of freedom that at once advances both individual artistic freedom and 

broader social liberation. Its transmedia basis breaks out of poetry’s static printed 

convention, and the texts’ nonlinear interaction with each other upsets the traditional 

relationship between musical score or written poem and performance. ―Solo‖ literally 

exceeds the terms of the Concrete poem as its words bleed beyond the boundaries of the 

delimited, constrained poetic object—a gesture echoed by the vocal effects of ―Boca.‖ 

Because ―Solo‖ both occupies a fixed state on the page and, running out of bounds, is a 

poem in motion, it also exceeds the Neo-Concrete idea of poetry, which involves the 

reader to achieve a closed cycle. Instead, the reader interacts with a text that is 

continuously out of range, yet must be pursued. Moving beyond Gullar’s relational print 
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verse into the territory of page plus live performance, where the range of sound is at its 

most extensive, the work’s ethical imperative comes into full dimension. The making of 

poems that are ―obras permanentamente em obras‖ (―works permanently under 

construction‖) and the performance of freedom call for complex and diverse 

participation, to hear a full and ever-changing chorus of barulhos in all their resonances 

and difference (Modelos Vivos 92).  

 

IV. 

In the twenty-first century, Aleixo and younger Brazilian poets are joining veteran 

vanguardists such as Augusto de Campos as global players in cross-platform writing. But 

in the last decade, young innovative poets have also been creating a stylistic register that 

does not feature the prominent, material use of sound that appears to epitomize this 

century. Instead, they write lyric poems that are sufficiently skeptical of the mode. These 

poems paint descriptive, imagistic scenes with emotional resonance, and irony. They 

dialogue with an international roster of inspirational places and poetic predecessors, and 

at times fight with them. They shamelessly mull over language and the mundane. They 

are dystopian, but rooted in place and local light. In these ambient poems, sound comes to 

be important as tone.  

These poets’ choices resonate with the recent observations of Laura Moriarty in A 

Tonalist (2010). For Moriarty, ―Tone suggests musicality and can also relate to accent, 

emphasis, force, inflection, intonation, resonance and a range of color terms such as hue, 

shade, tinge, tint and value‖ (128). She perceives these features in twenty-first century 

California poetry, along with some looks askance. ―Some people write lyric poetry 

because they just want to and think it is great. Some write it though they think it is 

impossible. The latter are A Tonalists,‖ Moriarty wryly observes (121). The feeling 

crosses continents. For young Brazilian poets on the pulse of global poetics, and 

grappling with the challenges to lyric in Brazilian literary history, doing the impossible is 

right at home. 

Like Aleixo, poets such as Marília Garcia (b. 1979) share a commitment to 

innovation, dialogue, and international sources. They also ask creative, social, and 

political questions, albeit through different means and styles. Freedom in this tonal and 

atonal work turns up as a consequence of being ―post-everything‖ in the twenty-first 

century. It is a prospect at once freeing and frightening.  

Sound is thus swallowed into perception and self-location. Garcia’s 20 poemas 

para o seu walkman (2007) digests the external sonic device and the modernist past (the 

title plays on Oliverio Girondo’s Veinte poemas para ser leídos en el tranvía) into an 

amusing, internally contemplative title poem. A representative sample from ―20 poemas 

para o seu walkman‖:  

 

só ligava para contar do emprego 

de matemática – ―quase um objeto 

poroso‖ – sair para um concerto de rock 

e preparar variações para uma 

vegetariana amável que pinta 

de branco o apartamento 

antes de ir. 
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The short passage considers multiple forms of listening—the telephone, the rock concert, 

in addition to the suggestive, anachronistic title. The Walkman is a relic at this point in 

time, but the book conscientiously dialogues with the idea that in our present day, we 

often listen before we read. The poem replays that impulse as a choice, and chooses to 

stay in a book. 

The poet also intended the title in the literal sense of a man walking (Personal 

interview). She imagined the poems accompanying a reader on a walk, playing in a 

reader’s head as they navigated the streets. She wanted the poems to get under a reader’s 

skin, and in their ears. The poems are meant to be heard. 

Aleixo’s work offers new voices to the poetic conversation, and opens up 

essential space for participation and connection. The poems of Garcia add to that new 

ways of listening, now.
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i
 Aleixo performed the piece internationally from 2004 to 2007. 

ii
 Although Concrete poetry emphasizes the visual, sound is not absent from it. In ―Sound 

as Subject,‖ Antonio Sergio Bessa explores the presence of sound in Noigandres 

Concrete poetics. Marjorie Perloff also suggests that ―Concrete and post-Concrete visual 

poetries‖ are one place ―where sound is once again being foregrounded‖ in twenty-first 

century poetry (as opposed to contemporary free verse that disregards sound) (―The 

Oulipo Factor‖). 
iii

 For more on the close relationship between poetry and popular music in Brazil, see 

Charles Perrone, Seven Faces (1996) and Brazil, Lyric, and the Americas (2010). 

Philadelpho Menezes notes popular musicians’ attraction to the radical ―índole sonora‖ 
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(―sonic bent‖) of Concrete poems (Roteiro de Poesia 111). Parenthetical English 

translations throughout this essay are my own. 
iv

 See Haroldo de Campos. For a history of 1980s poetry and an extensive analysis of the 

mid-decade ―Pós-tudo‖ affair, see Perrone, Seven Faces 149-182. 
v
 See Menezes, Roteiro 86. 

vi
 Menezes organized the watershed 1985 São Paulo group show ―Intersignos,‖ which 

featured the latest in visual poetry produced with new technology. In the catalogue of the 

second Poesia Intersignos exhibit (1998), Menezes proposes the term intermedia to 

describe texts that fully integrate multiple digital languages. Today, intermedia is re-

emerging in the United States as a descriptor for poetry (including what is often called 

electronic writing). See, for example, the Intermedia Poetry Project: 

http://www.intermediapoetry.com. 
vii

 See Giuliano Tosin. 
viii

 For example, Aleixo adapts the African oriki (an oral poem of praise to orixás) in A 

Roda do Mundo (1996, written with Edimilson de Almeida Pereira), Trívio (2001), and 

Um Ano Entre Os Humanos. 
ix

 The poemanto visually recalls Concrete poetry, artist Hélio Oiticica’s parangolés, and 

capes worn by celebrants of Congado, a festival with origins in Afro-Brazilian syncretic 

religion that is celebrated largely in Aleixo’s home state of Minas Gerais. 
x
 This last arrangement is something of a signature Gullar form, beginning with Dentro 

da Noite Veloz (1975). 
xi

 ―Cross-platform‖ is Brian M. Reed’s term for twenty-first century poets who produce 

and distribute their work ―using a range of different means of communication‖ and thus 

―define a poem less as a one-off artwork…than as a cluster of related works in different 

media‖ (282). A given poem of Aleixo’s might exist in any combination of live 

performance, online recording, exhibit, and book. Like the Europe- and North America-

based poets Reed discusses, Aleixo ―explore[s] how a work might unfold differently 

under different conditions‖ (282).  
xii

 In 2006, Aleixo proposed a term for his hybrid literary practice: text-jockey[ing]. 

Building on the DJ, VJ, and WJ (web-jockey), the TJ ―opens new creative paths through 

the exploration, in real time, of the voice/text relationship.‖ (―À semelhança do DJ (disc-

jockey), que manipula discos, do VJ (vídeo ou visual jockey), que reconfigura imagens e 

do WJ (web-jockey), que reorganiza imagens e sons apropriados da Internet, propõe-se o 

conceito de TJ (text-jockey) para designar um tipo de artista para o qual novos caminhos 

criativos se abrem a partir da exploração, em tempo real, da relação voz/textos‖ 

(―Arquivox‖).) The TJ understands ―text‖ in a broad sense, and privileges its change and 

interrogation through the medium of voice. 
xiii

 Música para modelos vivos movidos a moedas premiered in July 2010, preceeding 

Modelos Vivos by a few weeks. The performance includes thirty poems from the book, 

three videos, and sound generated in a range of media. 
xiv

 Though Aleixo is highly aware of pitch, this piece does not broach high and quiet or 

low and loud vocalizations, which are harder to do with the human voice. 
xv

 Aleixo’s graphic, indeterminate score recalls scores by John Cage, one of his main 

inspirations. 


